Impact on 141Ce, 144Ce, 95Zr, and 90Sr beta emitter dose coefficients of photon and electron SAFs calculated with ICRP/ICRU reference adult voxel computational phantoms.
The current dose coefficients for internal dose assessment of occupationally exposed persons and the general public were derived using the methodology of the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), which is similar to the Medical Internal Radiation Dose (MIRD)-type methodology. One component of this methodology is the mathematical representation of the human body (so-called MIRD-type phantoms) developed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory for calculations of photon specific absorbed fractions (SAFs). Concerning the beta emissions, it is assumed in general that they irradiate only the organ where the radionuclide resides, whereas for walled organs, a fixed fraction of the emitted energy is absorbed within the wall. For the active marrow and bone surface targets, absorbed fractions were explicitly provided in ICRP Publication 30. The ICRP Publications 66 and 100 contain further detailed energy-dependent absorbed fraction data for the airways and the segments of the alimentary tract. In the present work, the voxel phantoms representing the reference male and female adults, recently developed at the Helmholtz Zentrum München-German Research Center for Environmental Health (HMGU) in collaboration with the Task Group DOCAL of ICRP Committee 2, were used for the Monte Carlo computation of photon as well as electron SAFs. These voxel phantoms, being constructed from computed tomography (CT) scans of individuals, are more realistic in shape and location of organs in the body than the mathematical phantoms; therefore, they provide photon SAFs that are more precise than those stemming from mathematical phantoms. In addition, electron SAFs for solid and walled organs as well as tissues in the alimentary tract, the respiratory tract, and the skeleton were calculated with Monte Carlo methods using these phantoms to complement the data of ICRP Publications 66 and 100 that are confined to self-irradiation. The SAFs derived for photons and electrons are then used to calculate the dose coefficients of the beta emitters 141Ce, 144Ce, 95Zr, and 90Sr. It is found that the differences of the dose coefficients due to the revised SAFs are much larger for injection and ingestion than for inhalation. The equivalent doses for colon and ingestion with the new voxel-based SAFs are significantly smaller than the values with the MIRD-type photon SAFs and simplifying assumptions for electrons. For lungs and inhalation, no significant difference was observed for the equivalent doses, whereas for injection and ingestion, an increase of the new values is observed.